
Security Guard Interview Questions and Answers 

 

Q) Explain some of the main duties and tasks of the Security Guard? 

A) The duties and tasks are completely based upon the workplace of the security guard. Some of the 

common tasks are patrol commercial and residential apartments to make sure that there is no 

leading to any outrageous activities and maintains safety and security for residents in the work 

environment. 

 

Q) What kind of skills are required to work as a guard? 

A) Security guards should have highly careful and also skilled to handle if any inauspicious situations 

happen. While they can't impose the law, but they should follow the law orders. In a work 

environment, guards should be physically skilled and maintain a vigilant mind. In extreme conditions, 

they should be well trained in firearms, if the situation demands.  

 

Q) What is your responsibility when you are assigned as a security guard in a Commercial building? 

A) Checking the people who enter into the place, screening their belongings, and make sure that 

they are not carrying any prohibited items with them. The major duty is alertness and looking out if 

any suspicious persons enter the building.  

 

Q) What is the constant operating process to decide how a theft took situation happens that was 

examined by the security? 

A) If theft took place situation happens suddenly and was not vigilant by me or any other member of 

the security team, then immediately I will switch to CCTV footage to trace out that thief and I will 

take it very seriously and make sure that all the loopholes were handled correctly from next time.  

 

Q) How would you ensure that undue occurrences do not expose? 

A) The main method to make an environment premises safely is to keep an environment vigilant eye. 

 

Q) If any case, have you found yourself in an untoward situation where all your skills have been 

tested? 

A) If any incident occurs when things theft from the premises and scanners doesn't show anything, 

for me only one choice left which is handled and focus on the staff. If it happened that a guardian 

was hiding things out after hours then I will trace out after doing detective work.  

 

Q) What is your opinion on the three standard things which should be handle by the security guards 

to make sure that they succeed to avoid thefts? 



A) Observation, vigilance, and skill are the three standard things that should be maintained by the 

security guards to avoid thefts in stores.  

Q) How visibility helps? 

A) Being a disincentive to criminals is what guards are all about. If they are “seen” and project “no 

sense” pictures, criminals are generally discouraged.  

Q) When should we enlist external help? 

A) Up to a certain limit, they can practice law. After that, it will be hand over to officials. Generally, 

we know exactly, how to watch and catch the doubtful persons or thefts, because I can not make 

someone under lock and key, but I can hand over them to authorities. In this particular situation, I 

will ask for enlisting external help. 

Q) In which situation do we use weapons? 

A) Security guards don’t have the power to use any arms unless there is a direct risk to any person. 

But in some risky situations, I should take a stand if any harmful situation happens, I will use arms to 

save the people because of no choice.  

Q) Why did you decide to choose this security guard as your career? 

A) I have always been interested in security services and so, I never thought of wanted to be 

anything else. 

Q) Do you manage night shifts? If yes, then how do you manage the shift timings? 

A) In my opinion, it is not much difficult we have time for day time to take the rest. Generally, I ask 

my head to a lot of the shifts which are days off in between so that I can easily manage my shift's 

timings. 

Q) What are the 7 major attributes are required to be a professional and best security guard? 

A) There is a total of 7 major standard attributes which should be performed by the security guard 

they stay calm at any under pressure, the guard should follow strict rules and restrictions which are 

given by the work premises, good training will be helpful to you, communication skills help us to 

communicate effectively, the guard should be capable to handle the risky situations and also a quick 

learner to develop in this job role. These are the 7 qualities that are required to perform the security 

guard job role to an extent.  

Q) What are the rules and restrictions to stick to Job role as a security guard? 

A) Firstly, we should follow some of the legal details of the job role at all the tomes and personally 

went through large training programs and diligent license checks with the local official.  Security 

guards don’t have any extra powers than the normal public, but we should perform our tasks and 

duty Wishlist. We should always maintain powerful body language and also effective communication 

skills to handle any situation to protect our staff sometimes we should stand forefront.  

 

Q) For the security guard role, what kind of strategies and mindset are needed? 

 A)  Be incisive and be relevant to the role these are the strategies that should be performed by the 

security guard. The mindset of a security guard is to learn the rules and restrictions which a lot by 



the work premises. The security guard role should have an adaptability nature, high alertness, and 

always an active state of mind. 

Q) What is the best quality is needed for an effective security guard? 

A) On the basis of the situation, the guard should be able to work individually or even with a team. 

The major quality is good communication and effective team member in the work team. Working 

together is important to build a powerful security team which is essential to train frequently to 

develop collectiveness. The major leadership is basic so that all could pay attention to the most 

suitable situations in emergency cases.  

 


